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l

In 321 BC, Chandragupta Maurya established the Maurya dynasty in Magadha by
overthrowing the Nanda dynasty. He was helped by Chanakya. Chandragupta conquered
modern Afghanistan from Seleucus Nikator. His empire also covered most of northern
India and parts of the Deccan.

l

Chandragupta stepped down in 297 BC. His son and successor Bindusara extended the
empire up to Mysore. In 273 BC, Bindusara was succeeded by his son Ashoka.

l

After conquering Kalinga, Ashoka gave up war and adopted the policy of dhammavijaya.
Ashoka’s dhamma, based on tolerance, nonviolence and respect for elders, was deeply
influenced by Buddhism.

l

Ashoka took many welfare measures. He had roads, wells, rest-houses, canals and
hospitals constructed.

l

Ashoka spread his dhamma through edicts and specially appointed officers. He sent
Buddhist missionaries to different parts of India and also abroad.

l

Mauryan power declined after Ashoka. Mauryan rule finally ended in 185 BC.

l

The craftsmen of the Mauryan period were known for their polished stone pillars and
sculptures. Many stupas, including the Great Stupa, Sanchi, were built during Ashoka’s rule.

Concise summary of the lesson
Timeline, a ready reckoner
of important events

A. Answer the following questions in one or two sentences.

1. Who established the Maurya dynasty? What kind of a ruler was he?
2. Who was Seleucus Nikator? What was the outcome of his war against Chandragupta Maurya?
3. Why were historians unable to read Ashoka’s inscriptions? Who helped decipher them?

The Indus Valley Civilisation

21

Decline of the Indus Civilisation
The Indus Valley Civilisation lasted from 2500 BC to 1500 BC approximately. The Mohenjodaro excavation reveals that the city was destroyed over and over again, and was rebuilt at
the same site nine times.
The exact causes of the decline of this great civilisation are not known. It is suggested that
the cities might have been destroyed by natural disasters like earthquakes, floods or a change
in the course of the Indus.

The river valley civilisations: a comparison
Egyptian (Nile)

Mesopotamian
(Tigris–Euphrates)

Indus Valley

Chinese
(Hwang-Ho)

Arose
around

3000 BC

3000 BC

2500 BC

1765 BC

Social
life

Society divided into
four broad classes—
pharaoh; priests
and officials; middle
classes (merchants,
craftsmen, farmers);
and slaves

Society divided
into three classes—
king, the priests
and king’s officials;
middle classes
(landowners,
merchants,
craftsmen); and
slaves

Society consisted
of high priest and
high officials;
middle classes
(traders, farmers,
craftsmen) and
labourers

Society divided
into classes—
the king;
nobles; soldiers;
merchants
and craftsmen;
farmers; and
slaves

Worship of sun
god Re, natural
phenomena
and
animals

Worship of nature
and natural
phenomena; patron
god in each city

Worship of nature
in the form of trees,
animals and birds;
three-headed male
god and mother
goddess also
worshipped

Worship of nature
and ancestors;
oracles predicted
the future.

Indus script
stamped on seals
not yet been
deciphered

Pictographic script,
later replaced by
signs, on bamboo
strips, bone and
silk

Others

Hieroglyphic script, Cuneiform script,
written with reed
consisting of
symbols, written on pen on clay tablets
papyrus, walls of
tombs, temples and
pillars with reed pen
The Great Pyramid
of Giza, paintings
and engravings on
walls and pillars

First to cultivate
wheat, use wheeled
carts, keep records,
use money, and
weights and
measures
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D. State whether the following statements are true or false.

1. Kanishka made Pataliputra his capital.
2. Chandragupta I was the founder of the Gupta dynasty.

Comparative
tablesof that
giveand
clarity
3. Samudragupta
was intolerant
Buddhists
Jains.

and perspective

4. Fa Hsien was a Central Asian scholar.
5. The practice of untouchability prevailed under the Guptas.
6. The garbhagriha was a house tax collected from the people.

Interesting information, anecdotes and
snippets to make
the subject come alive
Essential ICSE History and Civics for Class 6

E. In the map given below shade the areas under Samundragupta’s direct control.

Chinese silk,
Straight roads,
porcelain and
drainage system,
bronze ware
high level of
standardisation as
seen in uniformsized bricks, weights
and measures and
seals; the first to
grow cotton in India
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Chanakya the kingmaker
According to Jain and Buddhist folklore, Chanakya had a full set of
teeth at the time of his birth. This was regarded as a mark of a future
king. His teeth were removed because his parents did not want him to
become a king. Chanakya grew up to be a renowned scholar. He went
to Pataliputra during the reign of the Nanda ruler Dhana Nanda, who
was hated by his subjects for his greed and arrogance. Dhana Nanda
insulted Chanakya, who swore to completely destroy the Nanda
dynasty. Chanakya helped Chandragupta overthrow the Nanda
dynasty and become the king. He is thus known as a kingmaker.


Ashoka
ICSE
History and Civics for Class 6
Emperor Ashoka is remembered as one of the greatest
D. State whether the following statements are truerulers
or false.
of India. Historians learnt about Ashoka from
1. Kanishka made Pataliputra his capital. inscriptions on pillars and rocks, found in various parts
of India. For a long time most of the inscriptions could
Extensive information
2. Chandragupta I was the founder of the Gupta dynasty.
be read,
they
wereAge
in a of
script
thatIndia.
had gone
• The period
under the Guptas isnot
often
calledasthe
Golden
ancient
Makeout
a of
visually
expressed
3. Samudragupta
was
intolerant
of
Buddhists
and
use.
InJains.
1837,
a scholar
named James Prinsep deciphered
chart to highlight the main achievements
of this
age.
through
maps
the
script
and
identified
it
as
Brahmi.
The
inscriptions
4. Fa Hsien
Asian
• was
Holda Central
a debate
in scholar.
class on who do you
Expanding
provided invaluable information about the
reign of alateral
5. The practice
of untouchability
prevailed
under the Guptas.
think
was the better
ruler—Chandragupta
kind ruler named Ashoka and the extent ofknowledge
his empire. about parallel
Vikramaditya
or
Ashoka
the
Great.
Give
6. The garbhagriha was a house tax collected from the people.
Extent of Ashoka’s empire Ashoka’s empire
extended
reasons for your answer.
events
in history
E. In the map given below shade the areas under Samundragupta’s
direct control.
roughly
from
• Make models of Gupta period coins
using
clay.the Hindu Kush and the Himalayas in the
north to the river Pennar in the south.

The
72Ashokan pillar at Firoz Shah Kotla, Delhi. James
Essential
Prinsep deciphered the inscriptions on this pillar.
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The Kalinga war In about 261 BC, Ashoka attacked and
conquered Kalinga (modern Orissa). Thousands on both
sides were killed and wounded. The bloodshed, and the
wailing of widows and orphans haunted Ashoka. He
up war
and
path
of peaceful
conquest.
• Cai Lun, serving in the Chinesegave
imperial
court
in adopted
AD 105, isthe
said
to have
invented
chih
Heflat
called
this new
policy
(paper) by soaking and pounding
the bark
of trees,
rag,dhammavijaya.
hemp and old fishing nets.
• Nazca culture flourished in southern
(South Ashoka’s
America) dhamma
during 200
–AD 600.
Ashoka’sPeru
dhamma
wasBC
derived
from
Nazca society had a rich culture
and
is notedword
for its dharma,
crafts and
technologies,
including
the
Sanskrit
meaning
religious
duty. It
irrigation and farming techniques,
weaving
of
colourful
textiles,
and
pottery.
The
was deeply influenced by Buddhism and was based on
Nazca culture is best known for
the mysterious
geoglyphs
knownfor
as elders.
Nazca The
Lines.
tolerance,
nonviolence
and respect
main
These are huge lines, geometric shapes and drawings of animals etched into the surface
principles of dhamma were:
of the desert, and can be seen from a distance.
• People should live in peace and harmony.

• They should show respect and tolerance to all
irrespective of caste, creed or religion.
• They should respect their elders.

Information and ideas
captured in mind maps to aid
in revision and retention

• The period under the Guptas is often called the Golden Age of ancient India. Make a
chart to highlight the main achievements of this age.
• Hold a debate in class on who do you
think was the better ruler—Chandragupta
Vikramaditya or Ashoka the Great. Give
reasons for your answer.
• Make models of Gupta period coins using clay.

challenge
the
• Cai Lun, serving in the Chinese imperial court in AD 105, isActivities
said to havethat
invented
chih
(paper) by soaking and pounding flat the bark of trees, rag, mind
hemp and
oldexplore
fishing nets.
and
the subject

• Nazca culture flourished in southern Peru (South America)
duringthe
200 text
BC–AD 600.
beyond
Nazca society had a rich culture and is noted for its crafts and technologies, including
irrigation and farming techniques, weaving of colourful textiles, and pottery. The
Nazca culture is best known for the mysterious geoglyphs known as Nazca Lines.
These are huge lines, geometric shapes and drawings of animals etched into the surface
of the desert, and can be seen from a distance.

fig. 2.3 The Himalayas are young fold mountains.

or horst, and a sunken portion is called a rift
valley or graben.
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Young block mountains and rift valleys have
above.sides.
The flow
molten are
iron gradually
in the outer
core
steep
Theofvalleys
widened
makes
earthare
behave
a huge
as
theirthe
sides
wornlike
back
by magnet.
wind, water
or ice.
rocks
ThisThe
series
for theand
middle
school
is designed
to helpofyoung learners understand
Vosges
Black
Forest
mountains
The earth’s lithosphere is made up of rocks.
various concepts
of geography
and
also enjoy what
they learn.
Europe
are examples
of block
mountains,
while
The word ‘rock’ usually brings to mind hard
the Rhine valley, between them, is a rift valley.
fig. 2.5 An erupting volcano
materials
granite
sandstone.
The simplelike
and marble,
informative
text isand
supported
by clear maps, diagrams and
In
India, the
Vindhya and rock
Satpura
are
ranges
However,
for
geoscientists,
also
includes
photographs.
it cools and hardens. Sometimes it piles up
of
block
mountains,
and
Narmada
valley,
soft
and loose
materials
likethe
clay,
sand, gravel,
The
activities
and
additional
information
reinforce
what
is
taught,
aroundmake
thelearning
opening, and gradually forms a
between
them,
is
a
rift
valley.
There
is
a
chain
silt, and in fact everything that forms the
more
andofencourage
furtherpart
exploration.
mountain. Such a mountain is called a volcanic
of
rift fun
valleys
in
eastern
of Africa. This
lithosphere
thethe
earth.
mountain, or simply volcano. Fujiyama in
is called the Great Rift Valley.
TheRocks
exercises
a thorough
assessment
of the students’ understanding of key
are ensure
made up
of minerals,
or naturally
Japan, Kilimanjaro in Tanzania and Mt Etna
elements. chemicals. Based on how they were
occurring
Volcanic
mountains
in Sicily are some examples of volcanoes.
formed, rocks may be of three types—igneous,
sedimentary
andsurface
metamorphic.
Below
the solid
layer of the earth there
is a layer of hot, molten rock. Material from
igneous rocks Deep below the earth’s surface,
this layer may come out through openings in
rocks are in a molten state called magma.
the earth’s surface. On reaching the surface,
When magma cools and solidifies, it forms a
very hard rock known as igneous rock (igneous
means ‘of fire’). Much of the earth’s crust is
made up of igneous rocks. Igneous rocks are
called primary rocks, as these were the first
rocks formed when the earth’s crust solidified.
Igneous rocks are formed either on the surface
of the earth or below it.

Importance of mountains
62
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On mountains it is cold, and there is very little
level land for growing crops and for building
94

Extrusive igneous rocks are formed when
magma cools and solidifies on reaching the
surface. The magma that reaches the surface is
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ocean enclosed partially by land. The Arabian
in a rift valley, and is the deepest lake in the
world. Lake Superior is part of a chain of five
Sea, North Sea, Caribbean Sea and Bering Sea
lakes, together called the Great Lakes. The
are examples of this kind. Some seas, like the
other lakes of the chain are Lakes Michigan,
Red Sea and Mediterranean Sea, are nearly cut
Huron, Erie and Ontario. The Great Lakes were
off from the ocean. And some, like the Caspian
formed
by the action of glaciers. Lake Ladoga,
Sea,
Black
Sea,
Aral
Sea
and Dead Sea, are
Fig. 7.1
South America:
Location and
major physical
features
Fig. 8.2 Africa: Countries and their capitals
the
lake inTheEurope,
was also
formed in
completely enclosed by land. They plateaus
havehave
nosteep sides
Ethiopian Highlands
in the north-east
andlargest
their surfaces
are quite uneven.
are the most extensive mountain region in
this way. Lake Onega,
the second-largest lake
direct link with any ocean.
Africa. These mountains are of volcanic origin.
The African plateau is higher in the
In the eastern
of the plateau,
the region but
in Europe,
was formed
bypart
earth
movements
eastern and southern regions.
The particularly
near the equator has a number of volcanic
steep southern
the plateau forms
Bays A bay is a body of water enclosed
by a edge ofshaped
by glaciers.
Some
ofthese
the are
highest
lakes
mountains.
Among
Kilimanjaro
the mountain range called the Drakensberg.
curve in the shore of a larger water body.
Most rise above
m), Mount Kenya
m) andAmerica.
Mount
Several mountains
arethe
inplateau.
the Andes(5,895
mountains
of(5,199
South
bays are parts of oceans or seas. The Bay of
Lake Titicaca is one of these. The largest lake
Bengal, Bay of Biscay and Hudson Bay are
in Africa is Lake Victoria. The river Nile rises
some examples of bays. Some bays are called
from this lake. Shallow lakes called lagoons are
gulfs, for example, the Gulf of Mexico and the
often found along sea coasts. A lagoon was once
Persian Gulf.
a part of a sea or of a lake, but got separated
from the main body of water. Most lagoons are
Lakes
connected to the main water body by narrow
outlets. Lake Chilika (Chilka) on the eastern
A lake is a large body of water that is completely
coast of India is one of the largest lagoons.
surrounded by land. Lakes may have fresh

fig. 2.4 How block mountains are formed

Clear maps
and diagrams

water or salt water. Seas that are completely
enclosed by land are very large lakes. Hence,
the Caspian Sea is the largest lake in the
world. Among freshwater lakes, Lake Superior
in North America is the biggest. Lake Baykal
(Baikal) for
in Asia
the most water. It lies
Essential ICSE Geography
Classholds
7

Photographs to help relate
the text to real things

Fig. 4.3 Formation of extrusive and intrusive
igneous rocks.
36
An opening in the earth’s crust through which magma
erupts onto the surface is called a volcano. Gases, ash
and pieces of rock, too, are sometimes spewed out
with the magma. ‘Volcano’ also refers to a volcanic
cone, which is a conical hill formed by the piling up
of spewed out material around the opening through
which it erupts.

Fig. 4.4 Lava hardening into rock

known as lava. As the lava cools and solidifies
rapidly on the surface, the minerals present
in it form very small crystals. Rocks formed in
this manner have a fine-grained texture due to
the presence of these tiny crystals. The texture,
however, is not visible to the naked eye. Basalt,
andesite and rhyolite are examples of extrusive
igneous rocks.
Below the earth’s surface, the process of
cooling of magma is much slower. The slow

Rivers
A large amount of water flowing over a long
distance from higher to lower ground makes a
river. Rivers that have water all the year round
are called perennial rivers. Most of these rivers

intrusive igneous rocks. Granite and gabbro
are examples of such rocks.
sedimentary rocks Running water, wind and
moving ice carry small particles of rock. When
these rock particles are deposited on land or
on the beds of oceans or rivers, they are called
sediments. Sediments are deposited in layers.
They harden over the years because of the
weight of the layers above and the presence of
cementing materials like lime. When the layers
are formed under water, the weight of the
water also helps in hardening. Rocks formed
Fig. 3.3 Lagoons
by the deposition and hardening
of layers of
sediment are called sedimentary rocks. Such
rocks are usually made up of layers of different
composition. Sandstone, shale, gravel, clay
and conglomerate are examples of sedimentary
rocks.
Coal, too, is a sedimentary rock. But unlike
most other sedimentary rocks, the coal that
we see today was formed by the remains of
organisms, mainly plants, which got buried
with other sediments millions of years ago.

Weather and Climate
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clouds resemble cauliflowers. At less than 3
km above the ground they are called cumulus
heights
between
E. clouds.
ChooseAtthe
correct
option.3 km and 6 km
they are called altocumulus and above 6 km,
1.
The
temperate
grasslands of south-eastern Africa are called
cirrocumulus. Some cumulus clouds are
WHAT IS WEATHER?
very (a)
tall,savanna
rising from about 500 m(b)toprairies
more
(c) veld
than 10 km above the ground. These clouds
Every day, you can read the weather forecast
are
cumulonimbus.
Theyriver
often bring
2. called
Victoria
Falls is on the
in the newspaper or hear it on TV or radio.
thunderstorms.

(a) Nile

while it is raining heavily in another town a few
kilometres away.

(d)
Niger
How
weather affects us Weather influences our
the next 24 hours or maybe for the next few
daily lives. For example, you take your raincoat
Activity
3. The river which carries the largest
amountis of
water
is the
days. Weather
the
state in
of Africa
the atmosphere
school on a rainy day. On a foggy day you
Here is something you can do to see how to
chemical
The scientific study of weather conditions
at
a
particular
place
at
a
particular
It water(d)
detergents
pollute
water.
Take some
inexpect
a Niger
glass. trains to run late. And if there is a storm
(a) Nile
(b) Congo
(c) Zambezi time.
is called
meteorology. Scientists who
study
oil to the water.
The oil will float on
includes information onAdd
thesome
aircooking
temperature,
air
warning, fishermen do not go out to sea and
weather are called meteorologists. Meteorology
the water. Stir the oil and water to mix them, and let the
Sheep
are reared
a large
scale
pressure,
humidity, wind
speed and direction,
is4.a very
important
field ofon
study
because
thein the
glass stand for some time. The oil will float up to
the top timings may be changed. Information
flight
amount of rain or snowfall,
condition
of glass and
again. Nowand
put some
liquid soap in the
stir the
weather affects our lives in many ways. Weather
about
the weather
(a) selvas
(b) the
veld
(c)
Nile
basin
(d)
Sahara
Desert is very useful. It enables us
contents to mix them. This time the oil does not separate
sky.
forecasts help farmers plan their farming
to take precautions against bad weather.
Meteorology

The Earth’s Major Water Bodies

25

from the water and the whole water becomes dirty.

oud cover

s which spread
ese clouds are
hts. Low ones,
nd, are called
us if they are
eral name for

tells you what the weather
will be like for
(b) ItZambezi
(c) Congo

there may be bright sunshine in your town
(d)
steppes
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activities.
Advance
warning about storms,
5. Which
of the following
is weather
an important
source
of gold
diamonds?
The
may change
within
a veryand
short
Important
points and countries
words in colour
floods, etc., can save thousands of lives. That
time. For example, it may be dry and sunny on
(a) meteorologists
Egypt
South
(c) Libya
(d) Algeria WHAT IS CLIMATE?
is why
all over the (b)
world
lay Africa
one day, and cloudy and rainy the very next
so much stress on collecting weather data
Climate is the average weather, or the regular
day. Even
the same
day, itinmay
6. The ideal
conditions
for are
growing
cacaoontrees
are found
therain for a
throughout
the year.
Such data
collected
pattern of weather conditions, at a place over
Essential ICSE Geography
for Class 7and then become sunny again. Also,
few
hours
continuously
at weather
Ships,
a long
period. Usually, the climate of a place is
(a) equatorial
region stations. weather
(b) coastal
regions
In-text
and
end-of-chapter
relates
to
a
small
area.
For
example,
balloons and satellites also collect such data.
described
on the basis
Things
to
Do
activities to make learning
fun of weather information
These
are put together,
usually with the
(c)data
Mediterranean
region
(d) mountainous regions

collected
at the place over a period of 30 to
Points
to Remember

 Look at the given table and answer the questions that follow.

35 years. Climatic changes are very slow. So,
more or less unchanged over

7. Young cacao plants require

ocean a vast area of water surrounding land
massesremains
climate

(a) strong winds

sea saltwater
smaller than an ocean
(b)
strongmass
sunlight

(c) rain throughout the year

(d)
ofbody
these
lake aall
large
of water completely surroundedTable
by land
3.1

bay a body of water enclosed by a curve in the shore of a larger water body

Differences between weather and climate

lagoon a lake that was part of a sea or of another lake, but got separated from the main body of water

8. The fat released from roasted cocoa beans is called
river a large amount of water flowing over a long distance from higher to lower ground
9.

1. What is the mean annual temperature?
cocoa
butter
(b) cocoa nibs
2.(a)
What
is the annual
range of temperature?
3. What is the annual rainfall?
which
4.The
Which map
is the wettest
month? shows the savanna is
5. Which is the driest month?

(a)

(b)

(c) cocoa pulp

(d) cocoa liquor

Exercises
(c)
A. Give short answers.

(d)

1. What is an ocean?
2. Name the oceans of the world. Which one is the largest?

 Collect the altocumulus
rainfall and temperature
figurescirrus
for a month from the weather report in your newspaper.
rainfallName one freshwater lake and one saltwater lake.
3. Calculate
What is the
a lake?
uds—(a) low-level cumulus, (b) medium-level
and (c) high-level
and mean temperature of your city for the month.

Information in
ease of
What is a lagoon? Give one example.
comparison
What are the three forms in which water exists on the earth?

4. Name the Great Lakes of North America.

Fig. 3.1 A weather report in atables,
newspaper
for
5.
6.

10.
The map which shows the Nile is
 You can make a windsock to find out the direction and force of the

B. Distinguish between the following.

1. An ocean and a sea
wind. Cut one sleeve off an old full-sleeved shirt. Sew the top end of
Study of Continents: Europe
2. A river and a lake
(a)sleeve around a thin wire ring. Now your windsock
(b) is ready. Tie it
(c)
(d)
the
to a pole as shown in the figure. When the wind is strong, the sleeve
3. Perennial and seasonal rivers
billows out in the direction to which the wind is blowing. WhentheThe European Union is helping to unify the nations of Europe. Find
wind is gentle, the sleeve remains floppy, although it may swing gentlymember countries, the Union’s flag and the common currency.
to show the direction of the wind.
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out more about this association, for example, the

 The Channel Tunnel is popularly known as the Chunnel. Find out more about this engineering marvel, for example, which
countries built it, the cities linked by the tunnel, etc.
 Make a list of important European cities and the landmarks associated with them, for example, Moscow’s Kremlin. If
possible, collect their pictures and make a chart for your classroom.

 You can draw a wind rose to record the wind direction over a period of
time. Draw an octagon with each side representing one of the compass
directions. Draw a long rectangle on each side. Look at your windsock
and draw a line on the rectangle which represents the direction from
which the wind is blowing. If there is no wind, put a mark inside
the octagon. Do this every day at the same time for a month. Draw
separate wind roses for the months of January, May and September.
What differences do you notice?

Picture-based
questions
included to test
understanding

Additional information to
reinforce text and expand
knowledge

Postscript

 In places beyond the Arctic and Antarctic Circles, the sun does not set
for at least a day or two in summer. Close to the poles, it does not set for
several months. During this period the sun is visible even at midnight.
This phenomenon is called the midnight sun, and it can be experienced
in some parts of northern Europe, for example, in Norway, Sweden and
Finland. In fact, Norway is called the Land of the Midnight Sun.

 Places near the Arctic and Antarctic Circles also experience auroras.
These are wavy bands or patches of coloured light seen in the sky. They
appear when electrically charged particles coming from the sun hit
particles in the earth’s upper atmosphere. Auroras are seen in places
where the midnight sun is seen, and sometimes even in latitudes as low
as 40°. They are known as aurora borealis or the northern lights in the
Northern Hemisphere, and as aurora australis or the southern lights in
the Southern Hemisphere.

ESSENTIAL ICSE
PHYSICS

6–8

›› This set of books for the middle school explains the laws of physics in a simple way
and tries to create an interest in the subject.
›› There is an emphasis on learning through experiments, making observations and
drawing conclusions.
›› Everyday experiences have been used to explain concepts and an effort has been
made to dispel some common misconceptions.

Work, Energy and Machines

49

3. If MA = 1, i.e., the effort is equal to the load, the machine is used to change the direction
of the effort.
EXAMPLE 1

Calculate the mechanical advantage of a lever in which the effort arm is 50 cm and
the load arm is 5 cm.

Given, effort arm = 50 cm, load arm = 5 cm.
effort arm 50 cm
Mechanical advantage = load arm = 5 cm = 10.
EXAMPLE 2

A 2-m-long crowbar is pivoted 20 cm from its tip. Calculate the mechanical advantage
of the crowbar if the load is at the tip.

The length of the crowbar = 2 m = 200 cm.
The load is at the tip, which is at a distance of 20 cm from the fulcrum.
the load arm = 20 cm, and the effort arm = 200 cm – 20 cm = 180 cm.
effort arm 180 cm
the mechanical advantage = load arm = 20 cm = 9.

`
`
EXAMPLE 3

A cook uses tongs of length 25 cm to lift a piece of burning coal of weight 2 N. (The
weight of a body is the force with which the earth pulls it.) If he applies the effort
at a distance of 10 cm from the fulcrum, find the effort.

A pair of tongs is a lever of class three, with the fulcrum and the load at its ends and
the effort in between.

Solved examples to facilitate the
understanding of the quantitative
aspect of the subject
A summary of the important
points for easy recall

Given,

load = 2 N, load arm = 25 cm and effort arm = 10 cm.

Since

load × load arm = effort × effort arm,
load # load arm = 2 N # 25 cm =
5 N.
10 cm
effort arm

effort =

• Work is done when the point of application of a force moves through a distance.
• Work = force × distance. The SI unit of work is the joule ( J ).
• Energy is the ability to do work. Its SI unit is the joule ( J ).
• A machine is a device through which a force applied at one point overcomes resistance at
some other point.
• Machines can
(a) change the point of application of a force,
(b) change the direction in which a force is applied,
(c) change the magnitude of the required force, and
(d) change the speed of the point of application of a force.

Work, Energy and Machines
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3. If MA = 1, i.e., the effort is equal to the load, the machine is used to change the direction
of the effort.
EXAMPLE 1

Calculate the mechanical advantage of a lever in which the effort arm is 50 cm and
the load arm is 5 cm.

Given, effort arm = 50 cm, load arm = 5 cm.
Force 50 cm
effort arm
Mechanical advantage = load arm = 5 cm = 10.

37

• Friction allows
us to walk,
runis
and
grip objects.
The rolling
wheels, the
the braking
of vehicles,
A 2-m-long
crowbar
pivoted
20 cm from
its tip. of
Calculate
mechanical
advantage
and polishing
and
writingifare
because
of the
crowbar
thepossible
load is at
the tip.of friction. The heat produced in friction is
used to light matches.
The length of the crowbar = 2 m = 200 cm.
• Tyres and soles of shoes have geometrical patterns to increase friction.
The load is at the tip, which is at a distance of 20 cm from the fulcrum.
• Some effort
overcome
Friction
wear
tear.
the loadto
arm
= 20 cm, friction.
and the effort
armcauses
= 200 cm
– 20and
cm =
180 The
cm. heat
` is required
produced due to friction can damage machine parts.
effort arm 180 cm
the mechanical advantage = load arm = 20 cm = 9.
`
• Friction is reduced by using lubricants and ball bearings, and by making machine parts
smooth. The resistance offered by air and water can be reduced by streamlining.
EXAMPLE 3
A cook uses tongs of length 25 cm to lift a piece of burning coal of weight 2 N. (The
weight of a body is the force with which the earth pulls it.) If he applies the effort
at a distance of 10 cm from the fulcrum, find the effort.
EXAMPLE 2

Useful points (as well as
definitions, terms and formulae)
highlighted for easy identification

A pair of tongs is a lever of class three, with the fulcrum and the load at its ends and
the effort in between.
Given,

load = 2 N, load arm = 25 cm and effort arm = 10 cm.
Explain
the difference between static friction
load × load arm = effort 4.
× effort
arm,
and kinetic friction. Which is greater?
arm = 2 N # 25 cm =
1. What is force? Write
the=SIload
unit#ofload
force.
5 N.
effort
10 cm
effort arm
2. What is a contact force? Give an example.
Objective Questions

Short-Answer Questions
Since

3. Mention a force that is not a contact force.

Choose the correct option.

4. What is friction? How is the nature of the
surfaces in contact related to the force of
friction?

1. Which of the following increases friction?
(a) Lubricant
(b) Treads on a tyre
Light
5. Why is it difcult to write on glass with
(c) Streamlining
a• pencil?
Work is done when the point of application of a force moves through a distance.
(d) Polishing
(b) transparent materials allow light to pass
4. A lunar eclipse occurs
• Work
= force
× distance.
SI unit
of work is the joule ( J ).
6. What
is the
maximum
valueThe
of static
friction
2. In which of the following cases is friction a
through
(a) on a new-moon night
called?
• Energy is the ability to do work. Its SI unit is the joule
( J ).
disadvantage
to us?
(c) resistance
opaque objects
do not allow light to pass
(b) on a full-moon night
• A machine
a deviceofthrough
which
a force applied
at one point overcomes
at
7. Mention
three is
methods
reducing
friction
(a) Running
through
other point.
in asome
machine.
(c) when the moon is waxing
(b) Braking

Questions designed to test the
understanding and application of
the concepts learnt

• Machines
8. How
are ball can
bearings helpful?
(c) Writing with a pencil (d) translucent materials form images
(a) change
the point
of application
Whichagainst
of the following is not true of
(d) Parts of a machine2.rubbing
9. Mention
one way
in which
we make of
usea force,
of
change
the direction
in which a force is applied, each other
the(b)
heat
produced
by friction.
fluorescent lights?
(c) change the magnitude of the required force, and
3. Which of the following is(a)
theThey
least?are gas-lled tubes.
(d) change
the speed of the point of application of a(a)
force.
Long-Answer
Questions
Static friction
1. Explain the effects produced by force. Give
one example of each effect.
2. Give two examples in which friction is of
advantage to us. Explain the advantage
clearly.
3. (a) What are the disadvantages of friction?
(b) Why does a knife become blunt with
use?

(d) on any night

Fill in the blanks.

1. The umbra extends indenitely into space
when the object is ...... than the source of
light.
2. The part of a shadow that receives light from
some part of the source is called ...... .
3. When you increase the size of the hole in a
pinhole camera, the image becomes ...... .
4. The dark region behind an opaque object is
called the ...... of the object.
5. When the object is smaller than the source,
the umbra is like a ...... that extends to a
nite distance.
6. When an electric current passes through the
junction of an ...... light is emitted.

(b) The gas emits visible light when an
electric current passes through it.
(b) Limiting friction
(c) Kinetic friction
(c) The rays emitted by the gas are absorbed
by the coating on the walls of the tubes.
(d) Rolling friction
walls of the tubes are coated with a
4. Which of the following is(d)
theThe
greatest?
uorescent substance.
(a) Static friction
(b) Limiting friction 3. What happens when you increase the
distance between the pinhole and the screen
(c) Kinetic friction
in a pinhole camera?
(d) Rolling friction
(a) The size of the image changes.
(b) The brightness of the image changes.
(c) The image remains inverted.
(d) All three options are correct.

A postscript to encourage the
students to explore further or to
learn through activities

61

You can actually ‘see’ that light travels in straight lines. Take some water in a glass and add a drop of milk. Let a
beam of light from a laser pointer or a powerful torch pass through the water. You will see the path taken by the
beam of light. Alternatively, trap some smoke from a joss stick (agarbatti) in a bottle or glass, and let the beam
pass through it.

In-text and end-of-chapter
activities that the students
can do themselves
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the development of the skills of making and recording observations and drawing
conclusions.
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The Cell

of carbohydrate. The cell wall serves the
following purposes.
1. It gives a definite shape to the cell.

9
Table 2.1 Number of chromosomes in different organisms
Organism

Number of chromosomes

Human

46

Onion

16

3. It protects the cell from injury.

Baker’s yeast

16

4. The cell wall is freely permeable and
allows all substances to enter and leave
the cell.

Rice

24

2. It makes the cell rigid and strong.

Dog

78

Clear illustrations
and photographs

Mitochondria

The nucleus
The nucleus, the most important organelle,
controls all the vital activities of a cell. It may be
spherical or oval. It is enclosed by a membrane
called nuclear membrane and is filled with
nucleoplasm, a dense semifluid substance. One
or two small spherical bodies, called nucleoli
(singular: nucleolus), lie within the nucleus.
Fig. 3.14 (a) Parts
a typical flower
(b) Partsfiof
rose
The ofnucleus
contains
ne,China
threadlike

The Cell

Mitochondria (singular: mitochondrion) help
break down glucose (a kind of carbohydrate)
and convert its energy into a form that can
be used easily by the cell to power all its
functions. This is why they are called the
‘powerhouse of the cell’.

Plastids

Fig. 2.3 ‘Cells’, as seen by Robert Hooke

You will need your teacher’s help to see
Plastids are found
only in plant cells. They
cells under the microscope. Pull out a
structures arranged in a network called the
contain pigments
(colouring
matter)
food in
thin peel
from an onion
scale, or
as shown
example, those of gourd and papaya.
Those
staminal
tube.
Cut
open
the
staminal
tube
chromatin network. Before a cell divides
materials. They
are
bypiece
a double
Figure
2.4. covered
Place a small
of the peel
which have both are called bisexual
flowers,
gently. You
will see the
gynoecium.
Observe
to form
new cells, the chromatin
threads
on their
a glass
slide varies
and stain
it with
dilute
membrane,
and
shape
from
round
theand
ovary,
the style and
stigmas.
Count
for example, rose and sunflower. get coiled and become shorter
thicker,
safranin
(a dye). Cover
with a coverslip,
to fithe
lamentous
(threadlike
or itribbonlike).
avoiding
Observe the peel
number of sepalsPlastids
and petals.
Draw
theair bubbles.
forming chromosomes. Eachthechromosome
are of
the following
types.
Important points and
under the high power of the microscope.
carries
a large
Genesofcontrol
the flower as you see them.
Observe a China rose carefully to
identify
the number of genes.whorls
Draw what
you see. have a green
terms
highlighted
Chloroplasts These
plastids
different whorls and how they an
are organism’s
arranged. hereditary characters, or the
pigment called chlorophyll, which gives
traits
that
are
passed
down
from
the
parent
Draw the whole flower. Then place the
Inflorescence
them their green colour. Chloroplasts help
cell
toremove
the new cell.
flower on a piece of white paper
and
a plant small,
trap solar
Some
fl
owers,
which
are
generally
growenergy, which is then
the sepals one by one. Arrange Every
them in
a
organism
is characterised by a fixed
used to convert
carbon dioxide and water
in
a
group
or
cluster
that
is
arranged
on
the
stem
circle as they are in the flower. Next,
separate
number
of chromosomes. Each cell in its body
to food. Chloroplasts are therefore essential
in a specifi
c pattern. The flower
cluster and its
the petals and arrange them like
hasthe
thissepals.
particular number
of chromosomes.
for the survival of not only plants, but also
arrangement on a plant are called
infl
orescence.
Observe the staminal tube. You will see that
all other
organisms
which depend on plants
Each flower in an inflorescence
is called
floret.
the anthers are attached at the top of the
to meet
theirafood
requirements.

Chromoplasts All the coloured pigments other

Simple activities to
encourage learning
by doing

than green that we see in plants are produced
and stored by chromoplasts. For example, the
Fig. 2.4 How to pull out a peel from an onion scale
red, orange and yellow colour of flowers and ripe
fruits are produced by these coloured plastids.
Leucoplasts These

Fig. 2.8 A nucleus

are colourless plastids
found in roots, seeds and underground
stems such as potato and ginger. They store
food substances. Some leucoplasts turn into
chloroplasts when exposed to sunlight. Parts

Dig
the r
then
a gla
obse
micr
the r
or m

Scr
the b
scrap
meth
Cove
obse
see fl

Re
of un

Fig. 2.6 Cheek ce

seen und

S

After you hav
microscope, y
different shap
are flat, while
and tubular. P
round, oval o
consist of just
frequently. Ho
things in comm

A cell is a
skin, or mem

and the air. We will learn how air is inhaled
(taken in), how oxygen from the inhaled air
mixes with blood (which carries it to the cells),
and how carbon dioxide produced in the cells
reaches the lungs and is exhaled (breathed out).
We will also learn about the respiratory system,
which is responsible for external respiration.

dioxide than exhaled air does. Thus,
we can safely conclude that respiration
produces carbon dioxide.

The Cell

11

Table 5.1 Differences between external and internal
respiration
• All living organisms are made up of one or more cells. All life processes are carried out within the
cell, and the cell is the basic structural and functional unit of life. An organism may be unicellular or
multicellular.

External respiration

Internal respiration

1. It is a physical process
in which oxygen is
taken in and carbon
dioxide is given out.

It is a biochemical
process in which
oxygen combines with
food.

• Every cell has a cell membrane, which encloses its contents, gives it shape, and controls the movement
of substances into and out of the cell.

2. It takes place outside
the cell.

It takes place inside
the cell.

• The nucleus is the most important organelle, as it bears chromosomes and controls cell division. The
(a) aallcell
membrane
(b) plastids
(c) mitochondria
nucleus controls
the functions
of the cell.

3. No energy is released
from food.

Food is broken down
to release energy.

• Cells are filled with a semifluid substance called cytoplasm.

12
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• Various cell structures, called organelles, are suspended in the cytoplasm. These include the nucleus,
mitochondria and vacuoles.

3. Animal cells do not possess

• A plant
cell has a rigid celliswall
in addition
4. Chlorophyll
stored
in to a cell membrane. It also has plastids. Plastids contain
pigments or food materials.

(a) chloroplasts

(b) chromoplasts

(c) leucoplasts

• Mitochondria convert the energy of glucose into a form that can be used easily by the cell.

Fig. 5.1 To show that carbon dioxide is produced during

(d) a nucleus
(d) vacuoles

5. Which
ofthethe
notcell
true
a store
vacuole?
• Vacuoles
present in
cellfollowing
contain a fluidis
called
sap. of
They
chemicals, food, water and salts.

respiration

39

Tables to help comprehension and retention
Plant Life

(a) It maintains the shape of the cell.
(b) It maintains the balance of water in the cell.
Summary
of important
(c)
It stores chemicals,
food,concepts
water and salts.
A. Fill in the blanks.
(d) It stores energy for cell function.
29
1. The term ‘cell’ was coined by __________ .

F. Diagram questions

C.2.Write
or ‘false’.
false, write
the
A cell is‘true’
the __________
andIf__________
unit of
life.correct statement.

1. Label the parts of this flower.

3. The plasma membrane is said to be __________ because it allows only some substances to
1. Cell were first observed in a fruit.
pass through.

2. nucleus
Chloroplasts
make
food.
4. The
contains onehelp
or twoto
small
spherical
bodies called __________ .
44

5. Chromosomes
are located in
thelocated
__________in
.
3. Chromosomes
are

Essential ICSE Biology for Class 6

vacuoles.

6. __________ are known as the ‘powerhouse of the cell’.

4. The nucleus is filled with nucleoplasm.

D. Match the following.

7. The green colour of plants is due to a kind of plastid called __________ .

Column A

Column B

5. A plant cell is enclosed by a cell wall.

B. Choose the correct option.

6. cytoplasm
Leucoplasts
the
1. The
of a cellproduce
is enclosed by
thecolour

1. Alveoli

a. Branch of bronchus

2. Haemoglobin

b. Pollen

3. Larynx

c. Physical process

4. Nasal cavity

d. Air sacs

5. Breathing

e. Voice box

6. Cellular respiration

f.

7. Diaphragm

g. Carries oxygen

2. Label node, internode, apical bud and axillary bud.

of ripe fruits.

(a) cell wall

(b) nuclear membrane

(c) plasma membrane

(d) vacuole membrane

D. Match the following.
2. WhichColumn
of the following
A is not true?

(b) The cell is the structural unit of life.

(c) The cell is the functional unit of life.

(d) The cell membrane is impermeable.

2. Mitochondrion

Warms inhaled air

Column B

(a) Living organisms are made of cells.

1. Chloroplast

a. Stores cell sap

b. Controls cell functions

3. Cell

c. Powerhouse of the cell

4. Vacuole

d. Located within nucleus

5. Nucleus
h. Biochemical process 6.
Nucleolus
i. Sheet of muscle

8. Bronchiole
9. Asthma

e. Contains green pigments
f. Structural unit of life

E. Answer the following.

E. Answer the following.

1. Why are cells called the structural and functional units of living organisms?

1. Where does internal respiration take place?

2. What is an organelle? Name some organelles.
2. What role do the hairs and mucus-producing cells in the nasal cavity play?
3. Why are mitochondria called the ‘powerhouse of the cell’?

3. Name the organs of the respiratory system.

4. What does a nucleus contain?

4. What is carbaminohaemoglobin?

5. What causes the colour of ripe fruits?

5. Why is the left lung smaller than the right lung?
E. Explain in brief.
.

F. Explain in brief.

1. How do multicellular organisms grow?

1. Distinguish between external and internal respiration.

3. Draw and label the parts of a typical leaf.

2. Draw a plant cell and an animal cell. Distinguish between them.

2. How do the alveoli function? Explain with a diagram.


3. What is the role of haemoglobin in respiration?
4.

A wide variety of questions
What is the role of the diaphragm and the ribcage in breathing?

In this chapter, you have learnt that the process of internal respiration requires oxygen. However, internal respiration
can also occur in the absence of oxygen. This type of respiration is called anaerobic respiration and the respiration
that takes place in the presence of oxygen is called aerobic respiration.
Anaerobic respiration occurs in the cells of our muscles when we do strenuous exercise because there is a very
high requirement of energy, which cannot be met by the normal (aerobic) process of respiration. To meet the demand
for energy, the cells in the muscles resort to anaerobic respiration. The end product of anaerobic respiration is lactic
acid, which accumulates in the muscles and causes muscle cramps. You may have seen athletes collapsing on the
eld with muscle cramps after a 100 m sprint or after an intense game of cricket or football.
Other organisms such as certain bacteria and yeasts also carry out anaerobic respiration. You will learn more
about this in higher classes.




Postscripts to encourage
further exploration

ESSENTIAL ICSE
CHEMISTRY
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›› Lucidly written and with colourful photographs, this set of books for the middleschool level aim to create an interest in the subject.
›› There is an emphasis on learning through experiments, making observations and
drawing conclusions.
›› Activities using household materials have been discussed, making the concepts
accessible to the students.
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molasses (a waste
process known as

keeping property
it keeps the food

classes

of

food

the growth of any
also called germs,
the food. Some

or jams, pickles,
s,
dioxide for fruits,

eese, and

odium nitrate for

e oxidation of the
food with oxygen,
scorbic acid (i.e.,
rbate are common
o preserve cheese.

d in such a manner
ontact with either
r is removed from
itrogen. Nitrogen
s not act on the
ered why packets
potato chips are
lled with a large
he extra gas also
g breakage.

edicine

Medicines are classied into different
types according to their use. Some common
types are mentioned below.
Type

Use

Antipyretic

Bringing down
fever

Analgesic

Relieving or
killing pain

Antimalarial

Curing malaria

Quinine
and related
compounds

Antiallergic

Preventing
reaction to the
cold, and also to
dust, smoke, etc.

Cetirizine

Destroying
microorganisms
causing diseases
like dysentery,
typhoid,
tuberculosis, etc.,
and also curing
infections

Penicillin,
chloromycetin,
ciprooxacin,
ampicillin,
rifampicin

Antibiotic

Example

b_b
bb
b
b`b
bb
b
a
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Aspirin
Paracetamol

(a)

Fig. 3.10

(b)

Separating (a) a mixture of sand and water by sedimentation and decantation (b) two immiscible liquids by decantation.

The funnel is tted to a stand and a beaker
is placed below it in such a way that the stem
of the funnel touches the wall of the beaker.
The supernatant liquid is slowly poured along
a glass rod into the funnel. The solid collects
on the lter paper whereas the liquid passes
through. The clear liquid thus obtained is
called the ltrate.

You can easily separate a mixture of sand
and water or one of chalk and water by ltration.
5. Evaporation

A solid separates from a solution when
the solvent (the liquid in which the solid is
dissolved) is evaporated.
Activity Take a beaker and fill one fourth of it with
water. Add some salt (say half a spoon) to it and dissolve
the salt by stirring with a spoon. After you obtain a clear
solution, pour the solution into a China dish. And place
the dish over a slow flame with the help of your teacher.
The water will evaporate and the salt will be left behind
in the dish.

Chemistry
and Cosmetics
Information
in tables
for easy understanding
Cosmetics help a person look good. Long
ago, they were derived from natural sources.
However, chemicals are generally used to
pictures
of experiment
prepare them theseActual
days.
Cosmetics
are
of different types—creams, powders and
solutions.
Cream keeps the skin soft and moistened.
For its cosmetic use, it is generally mixed with
the following substances.
1. A mild antiseptic like boric acid to
check the growth of any harmful
microorganisms on the skin

Fig. 3.11

Filtration

Fig. 3.12

Evaporation of sea water in the sun gives crystals of
common salt.

On being cooled, gas molecules become less
energetic and move less vigorously. This
brings them close enough for intermolecular
attraction to come into play, bringing the
molecules closer still. The intermolecular
space is considerably reduced. In other
words, the contraction
is great.
29
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Fix atom
a fine transparent
straw to an empty
We will learn soon that it is the atoms that
Molecule of an element Activity
When an
of
76 part in a chemical reaction. Thus, an atom
Essential
Chemistry
for Class
7
narrow-mouthed
bottle
anICSE
element
combines
with
atom(s) of
the with the help of a sealant.
take
Introduce
drop kind,
of coloured water into the straw.
same element, i.e., atom(s)
of theasame
may be dened as follows.
Fill in the blanks.
a molecule of an element is formed. For
An atom is the smallest part of an element that
example, an atom of hydrogen combines with
takes
in a chemical
reaction.is produced by the ...... combustion of fuels like coal, petrol or diesel. (complete/
1. part
Carbon
monoxide
another atom of hydrogen to form a molecule
incomplete)
of the element hydrogen. Thus, a molecule
Atoms have
the following characteristics.
of
hydrogen
is made up of two atoms of
Definitions
highlighted
• 2.The
atoms of aniselement
arereaction.
all alike, (oxidation/decomposition)
Combustion
a/an ......
hydrogen, and is therefore represented by
i.e., they have the same properties. For
H2. The
molecules of oxygen,
nitrogen and
3.example,
A burning
splinter
is extinguished
. (oxygen/carbon
dioxide)
the atoms
of hydrogen
are all by ......
chlorine also are made up of two atoms each of
alike and so are those of oxygen or carbon.
the corresponding
element
are oxide/nitrogen
therefore
4. During lightning, nitrogen combines with
oxygen to form
...... . and
(nitric
dioxide)
• The atoms of an element are different
represented by O2, N2 and Cl2 respectively.
5.from
Urea
supplies
...... For
to soil
or plants.
those
of others.
example,
the (nitrogen/oxygen)
In-text
Molecule
of activities
a compound When, however, an
atoms of hydrogen are different from
atom
of
an
element
combines with atom(s) of
those
of oxygen
or ‘F’
carbon.
Write
‘T’ for
true and
for false for the following
statements.
different
element(s), a molecule
of aAir
compound
Fig. 4.11
inside the bottle (a) expands on being heated, and
• The atoms of an element show all the
on being cooled.
is formed. For example, an atom(b)ofcontracts
oxygen
1.properties
Sulphurofdioxide
does For
notexample,
cause acid rain.
the element.
combines with two atoms of hydrogen to form
of hydrogen
will show
a molecule of the compound water. Similarly,
2.every
Acidatom
rain damages
sculptures
and monuments.
all the properties of hydrogen. And
anImportant
atom of points
carbon
with two atoms
in combines
colour
atom of
will show
3.every
Nitrogen
is oxygen
a poisonous
gas.all the
of oxygen to form a molecule of carbon
properties of oxygen.
dioxide. Thus, a molecule of a compound is
4. Upon dissolving in water, carbon dioxide
madeforms
up ofcarbonic
atoms of acid.
different elements in a
How is5.anThe
atomTaj
represented?

xed
proportion.
Mahal faces the danger of losing its sheen because of acid rain.

An atom of an element is represented by
the symbol of the element. In other words,
the symbol of an element represents one
atom of the element. For example, H, C, N,
O, Na, Mg, Ca and Fe represent an atom of
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, sodium,
magnesium, calcium and iron respectively.

Some examples are given below.
Compound

Elements with
numbers of atoms

Formula

Water

H—2

O—1

H2O

Carbon
monoxide

C—1

O—1

CO

You Can make your own fire extinguisherCarbon

You
Can make
your ownCO
fire
extinguisher
C—1
O—2
2

dioxide

Molecules
To make a re extinguisher, you would need a jar with a plastic cap (about the size of a 50-g coffee jar), a 2-mL
Nitrogen
N —1
O—2
NO2
disposable
syringe,
a drinking
straw that bends dioxide
at the neck, baking soda and hydrochloric acid used for cleaning
Atoms
generally
do not
exist independently.
Anbathrooms.
atom combines with atom(s) of the same
Sulphur
S—1
O—2
SO2
element or other element(s) to form molecules.
dioxide
Molecules can exist independently, i.e., they
Calcium
Ca—1
O—1
CaO
oxide
can stand on their own. As atoms are indivisible,
they always combine in whole numbers.
Zinc oxide
Zn—1
O—1
ZnO
How are molecules represented?

Molecules are represented by formulae. The
formula of a molecule shows how many
atoms of the same or different elements have
combined together to form the molecule.

Activities using household materials

Sodium
chloride

Na—1

Cl—1

NaCl

Hydrogen
chloride

H—1

Cl—1

HCl

Zinc
chloride

Zn—1

Cl—2

ZnCl2



Fig. 4.12

Activity Take
glass. Add a fe
reddish brown
the glass with a
over the lid. Rem
After a while, b
What happens
air, giving it a re
Table 4.1

A co
the t

Property

1. Intermolecul
force (cohesi

2. Intermolecul
space
3. Shape
4. Volume

Fundamental Operations

6–8

You are familiar with the fundamental operations, like addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division of numbers. We can extend these operations into
algebraic expressions also.

ESSENTIAL ICSE
MATHEMATICS

Addition of Algebraic Expressions

Addition of like terms

The sum of two or more like terms is another like term, the coefficient of
›› Each concept has been explained in a brief, simpleRule
and lucid
manner. Efforts have
which is the sum of the coefficients of the like terms.
been made to dispel common misconceptions.
Examples (i) 5 a  7 a  (5  7)a  12 a.

›› In each lesson, the text is supported by an adequate number(ii)of2tables,
a  (4agraphs
)  {2  and
(4)}a  2 a.
diagrams in order to help the student understand the concepts better.

(iii) 3 xy  7xy  9xy  (3  7  9)xy  19 xy.

›› Graded exercises and solved examples have been designed(iv)
in such
that
4abcaway
(6 abc
) the
7 abc  {4  (6)  7}abc  5abc.
student can grasp the concepts even without any guidance.
2
2
2
(v) ax  bx

 (a  b)x .

›› Revision exercises have been included after every 4–5 chapters to help the student
Addition of unlike terms
recap previous learning and solve sums based on multiple concepts.

Unlike terms cannot be added. We just write them along with their signs to form
an algebraic expression.
Examples (i) The sum of 9x and 16y is 9 x  16 y.
(ii) The sum of 2 ab,  3 bc,  7 ca is 2 ab  3 bc  7 ca.

M-4
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Adding two or more algebraic expressions

EXAMPLE

There
are
ways of adding algebraic expressions—the horizontal method and
Find the perimeter of a rectangular field which is 35 m long
and
25two
m broad.

Solution

the column method.
Perimeter of the rectangular field = 2(length + breadth)
= 2(35 m + 25
m)  120
m.
Horizontal
method

Step-by-step methods

Perimeter of a square

Steps 1. Connect all the expressions by plus signs.
2. Collect the like terms in groups.

In the given figure, ABCD is a square.

AB  BC  CD  DA.
perimeter of the square ABCD


3. Add the terms in each group.
4. Write the unlike terms along with their signs to form an algebraic
expression.

 AB  BC  CD  DA
 AB  AB  AB  AB
 4AB.


A-9

perimeter of a square  4  (length of one side).

If the perimeter is denoted by P and the length of a side by a, we can write
P  4a

or

a

Decimals
Useful formulae and
properties displayed
in coloured boxes

P.
4

EXAMPLE

Find the perimeter of a square of side 40 cm.

Solution

Perimeter of the square  4  (length of a side of the square)
 4  40 cm  160 cm  1.6 m.

3

Decimal Notation
Fractions with a denominator of a power of 10 are called decimal fractions.

Solved Examples
EXAMPLE 1

Solution

EXAMPLE 2

The decimal notation is a convenient way of expressing such fractions and
Find the length of the fence which will enclose a rectangular field
of numbers
length 36containing
m
mixed
such fractions. In this notation, the integral part of a
and breadth 28 m.
number is written to the left of the decimal point and the fractional part is
Important terms and
written to the right of it. The first place to the left of the decimal point is
information
highlighted
Length of the fence which encloses
the rectangular
field = perimeter
of the
occupied
byfield.
units, the second place is occupied by tens, and so on. The first
Now, perimeter of the rectangular field = 2(length + breadth) place to the right of the decimal point, or the first decimal place, belongs to
tenths,
= 2(36 m + 28 m) = 128
m. the second decimal place belongs to hundredths, the third decimal place
belongs to thousandths, and so on. The place-value chart for decimals or
Therefore, the required length of the fence is 128 m.
decimal numbers, (i.e., mixed numbers containing decimal fractions) is as
follows.
Find the length of a rectangle whose perimeter and breadth are
euqal to 270 cm
and 45 cm respectively.

Solution

Place … Thousands Hundreds Tens Units

The perimeter of the given rectangle is P  270 cm and its breadth.
Let the length of the rectangle be l.
P
270
 b  
 45  cm  (135  45) cm  90 cm.
2
 2


Value …

1000

100

10

1

Tenths Hundredths Thousandths …


1
10

1
100

1
1000

…

Consider the decimal number 6234.896. It would be expanded as
1
1
1
6  1000  2  100  3  10  4  1  8 
9 
6 

10
100
1000
Therefore, the length of the rectangle is 90 cm.
It will be read as ‘six thousand two hundred and thirty-four point eight
nine six’.is twice its
The perimeter of a rectangle is 180 cm. If the length of the rectangle
breadth, find its length and breadth.
Conversion of fractions into decimals

Then, l 

EXAMPLE 3

1 33 221
373
are some decimal fractions.
and
,
,
10 100 1000
10000



In problems related to inverse proportion,
original quantity
multiplying ratio 

final quantity

9




12

or

x

93

 12

 8.

9 men take 8 hours to finish the job.

Multiplying ratio
In problems
related to inverse proportion,
6

original quantity
multiplying
ratio 

9
final quantity

Thus, in the preceding problem, the multiplying ratio is


the number of hours 9 men have to work is

6
 12 Thus,
8. in the preceding problem, the multiplying ratio is 6 
9
9

Note The unitary method can be used only when a change in one 
quantity
is related
to a9 men have to work is 6  12  8.
the number
of hours

9
proportionate change in another quantity. Also, the terms or elements of each
Note The unitary method can be used only when a change in one quantity is related to a
quantity must be the same.
proportionate change in another quantity. Also, the terms or elements of each
(i) If a 3-year-old boy weights 12 kg, you cannot use the unitary
method
know
quantity
must beto
the
same.
how much he will weigh when he is 5 years old, because growth
not uniform.
(i) If ais3-year-old
boy weights 12 kg, you cannot use the unitary method to know
how much he will weigh when he is 5 years old, because growth is not uniform.
(ii) If 50 ten-rupee notes can cover a table, you cannot use the unitary method to
Notes
clarification,
(ii) If 50 ten-rupee notes can cover a table,
you for
cannot
use the unitary method to
find the number of five-rupee notes that will cover the table,
because the size
find the number of five-rupee notes that will cover the table, because the size
where
needed
of a note does not change in proportion to its value.
of a note does not change in proportion
to its
value.

Solved Examples

Solved Examples
EXAMPLE 1

EXAMPLE 1
Solution

If 2 pencils cost `6, find the cost of 5 such pencils.
Solution

If 2 pencils cost `6, find the cost of 5 such pencils.

Unitary method
The price of 2 pencils is `6.
the price of 1 pencil is `6  2 = `3.

the price of 5 pencils is `3  5 = `15.


Unitary
N-104

method
Essential ICSE Mathematics for Class 6
The price of 2 pencils is `6.
EXAMPLE
3
fractions
as `3.
decimals.
theWrite
pricethe
of 1following
pencil is
`6  2 =

33 of 5 pencils149
the(i)
price
is
`3
5
=
`15.


(ii)

Proportion method
Clearly, as the number of pencils increases, their cost increases. So, the number of
pencils is directly proportional to the cost. From the problem, the cost of 2 pencils
8
40
is `6. Let the cost of 5 pencils be `x. Then, the ratio of the number of pencils
Proportion method
equals the ratio of the costs, that is, 2 : 5 = 6 : x.
Alternative
ways
to
solve
a
problem
33
33
125
4125

Clearly, as the
of pencils
increases,
So,
2 6the number of 5
Solution
(i) number


 4.125. their cost increases.
or


x  6   15.
8 proportional
8  125
1000
pencils is directly
to the cost. From the problem, the5 cost
x of 2 pencils 2
1495pencils
25 3725
is `6. Let the 149
cost of
be `x. Then, the ratio of the
number
of ofpencils
Therefore,
the cost
5 pencils is `15.

(ii)





 3 .725.

equals the ratio40of the
Multiplying ratio method
40costs,
1000is, 2 : 5 = 6 : x.
 25 that
2 Write
6
5
The number
EXAMPLE
4
the
forms.of pencils has increased in the ratio 2 : 5, and the two quantities are
or following


x  6decimals
  15.as fractions in their simplest
in direct proportion. Therefore, the multiplying ratio is 5 : 2.
5 (i)x 4.205
2
(ii) 35.16
5
The cost of 2 pencils is `6.
 the cost of 5 pencils is `6  = `15.
Therefore, the cost of 5 pencils is 841
`15.
2
4205

4205

841

41

205 


4

Multiplying (i)
ratio4.method
Equations
and Inequations
A-23will weigh
equal
size weigh
35 kg. How many such bags of flour
1000 1000 200 200
200EXAMPLE 2 5 bags of flour ofLinear
56
kg?two quantities are
The number of pencils has increased
in
the
ratio
2
:
5,
and
the
3516 3516 879 879
4
Remember These
in direct proportion.
the multiplying
is 5 : 2.
(ii) 35.16  Therefore,


 35 ratio

Solution
Unitary method
100
100 25
25
25
5
35
kg
is
the
weight
of
5 bags
of flour.
1. 5
A linear
equation
in one
is in
the form
ax  b  cx  d.
The cost of 2 pencils is `6.
pencils
is `6
= `15.
 the cost of
 variable
2. The laws of equality are2the following. If a  b then

Solution

EXAMPLE 2

Solution

Remember These

(i) a  k  b  k

(ii) a  k  b  k

(iii) ak  bk

and
5 bags of flour ofDefinitions,
equal sizerules
weigh
35other
kg. How many such bags of flour will weigh
(i) If a place,
b  c then
 c  b. place is the
for quick
56The
kg?
1.
first place onpoints
the right
of the revisions
decimal point is the3. tenths
theasecond
(ii) If a  b  c then a  c  b.
hundredths place, the third place is the thousandths place,
and so on.
Unitary method

(iv)

a b
 for k  0.
k k

4. For solving equations, take the following steps.

2. Decimals with an equal number of decimal places are like
decimals.
(i) Simplify
both the sides, separating the terms with the variable and those without the
35 kg is the weight of 5 bags of flour.
3. To convert a decimal fraction into a decimal, count fromvariable.
the right and place the decimal
(ii) Bring the terms with the variable to the LHS and the others to the RHS.
point after as many digits of the numerator as the number of zeros in the denominator. In
(iii) Divide both the sides by the resulting coefficient of the variable.
the case of a mixed fraction, take its integral part as the integral part of the decimal.
5. Verify the solution of the equation by substituting the value of the variable in the equation.

4. To convert decimals into fractions, take the numberIf without
the
point
as theare equal then the solution is correct.
the values of
thedecimal
two sides of
the equation
numerator. In the denominator, write as many zeros
1 as the
number
digits
afterin one variable, draw a number line and use
6. after
To represent
the solution
of aoflinear
equation
the decimal point in the decimal number.
a dark dot to indicate the position of the solution.

3A

7A
1. Solve the following equations, and represent the solutions graphically.

(ii) p  6  8
1. Write the decimal equivalent of each of the following. (i) x  16  20
1
1
(iv) 41 x  10 1
1
1
1(v) z  4  7
2
2
(i) 6  10  5  1  2 
(ii) 7  1  3 
8
7
9
10
10
100
100
1000
2. Solve the following equations.
5
7
1
4
5
(ii) q  1
(iii) 6n 
(iv)
(iii) 2  100  4  10  3 
 (i) 12 p  96
3
2
10 1000
100
x

1

m

9

(vi)
 or equivalent.

2. Determine whether the given pairs of decimals are like,(v)
unlike
16 4
34 17
(i) 12.03, 120.3
(ii) 1.27, 40.83
(iii) 80.4, 80.40
(iv) 0.563, 5.63

3. Fill in the blanks using > or < or = .
(i) 73.126 … 33.987
(ii) 3.56 … 3.06

(iv) 46.257 … 46.27

(v) 1.3 … 1.300

(iii) m  36  50
1
3
(vi) t   5
4
4

m
3
4
1
1 Graded excercises
1
1
(vii) y 
(viii) t  8
2
6
2
2
(iv)

3. Solve the following equations.

(i) 7(x  1)  5(x  3)

(ii) 8 x  3(x  4)  10 x  7

0.81
0.810
(iii) 7(2 x (iii)
3)  8
(5 x  1…
)  13
(3 x  5)  4(x  2 )
415.035
(iv) 5(2 x (vi)
5)  3
(5 x  8)  4…
(5 x 415.038
 7)  16

(v) 3(2 x  1)  2 (3 x  1)  51  5(x  1)

4. (a) Write the numbers 31.04, 13.4, 31.05, 3.105 in 4.
the
ascending
order.
Solve
the following
equations.
(b) Write the numbers 56.1, 56.01, 56.3, 56.03 in the descending
order.
x
x 6 x 3 x  4
x 1 x  6 x
(ii)
(i)  3(x  1)  2
(iii)




6
6
3
4
3
2
2
(c) Identify the greatest and the least numbers among the following.
x 1 x  2 x  3
2x  7 x  3 x 1
3 1
(v)
(iv)


1


 0 (vi) 
1.60, .61, .610, .160, 6.01, 6.1
2
3
4
5
10
15
x 3
(vii)

12
4
x

(viii)

4x  1
2
x 3

pH = log 10

1
1
 log 10 7  log 10 10 7  7.
[H + ]
10

or a neutral solution = 7.

rom 0 to 14,

olution is 7,

9–10

ution is less than 7 and decreases as the acidic character increases, and
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ution is more than 7 and increases as the basic character increases.

›› ICSE
Chemistry
9 lower
and 10
meant for the secondary-school level. It is
nd if the pH values of two
solutions
differ by 1,for
theclasses
solution of
pH are
has 10
a of
common
misconception
n a given volume as the one
higher pH.
A solution of pH that
= 1 is,chemistry
therefore, 10calls for extensive memorisation. Lucidly
H = 2 and one of pH = 10 iswritten
ten timesand
morewell-illustrated,
basic than one of pHthese
= 9. books disprove this idea, making the
4
subject
easily comprehensible.

Table 3.2 The pH values of some common substances

Certain elements exhibit variable valency, i.e., different valencies in different compounds. For example,
copper shows a valency of 1 in the red oxide and 2 in the black oxide. Similarly, iron shows a valency of 2 and
3, gold 1 and 3, phosphorus 3 and 5, and so on.

pH

Substance

pH

1.0–3.0

Cow milk

6.3–6.6

2.0–4.0

Saliva

6.5–7.5

2.2–2.4

Pure water

2.4–3.4

Blood

The older system of using the suffix -ic to indicate the higher valency and the suffix -ous for the lower
valency has now been discontinued. According to the new system, the oxidation number (which is often the
same as the valence state) of the element is written directly in Roman numerals within brackets along with the
name of the element.

7.0
7.3–7.5

4.0–4.4

Egg white

4.8–8.4

Milk of magnesia

ICSE Chemistry for Class 9

Variable Valency

7.6–8.0

Old system

New system

Old system

New system

Cuprous oxide

Copper(I) oxide

Ferrous chloride

Iron(II) chloride

Cupric oxide

Copper(II) oxide

Ferric chloride

Iron(III) chloride

The valencies of some common elements are given in Table 1.2.

10.5

Table 1.2 The valencies of some common elements

used to know
acidic or alkaline

Table 3.3

Colour

ors are a class of
tinctly different
olutions.

Indicator

Acidic

Alkaline

pH range of
colour change

Plenty of information
in tabular form for
easy understanding
and retention

Litmus
Red
Blue
5.0–8.0
y used indicator.
Methyl orange
Red
Yellow 3.1–4.4
dye which shows
s and turns blue
Phenolphthalein
Colourless Pink
8.3–10.0
heck whether a
Turmeric
Yellow
Orange 8.0–10.0
a strip of filter
ICSE Chem 10
70
on and dried, called litmus paper, is more commonly used. If a blue litmus
70
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the solution is acidic, and if a red litmus paper turns blue in a solution, the

Monovalent

Divalent

Trivalent

Tetravalent

Pentavalent

Hexavalent

Hydrogen

Oxygen

Boron

Carbon

Phosphorus(V)

Sulphur(VI)

Fluorine

Sulphur

Nitrogen

Silicon

Chlorine

Magnesium

Phosphorus(III)

Sulphur(IV)

Bromine

Calcium

Aluminium

Tin(IV)

Iodine

Barium

Iron(III)

Sodium

Zinc

Gold(III)

Potassium

Lead

Copper(I)

Copper(II)

Silver

Iron(II)

Gold(I)

Tin(II)

FORMULAE
A formula represents a molecule of an element or a compound, and indicates the number of atoms of the same or
different elements present in the molecule.

For example, H 2 represents a molecule of hydrogen and H 2 O that of water. From this, we can infer that a
molecule of hydrogen contains two atoms of hydrogen, and a molecule of water contains two atoms of
hydrogen and one atom of oxygen.
ICSE Chem 10
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Formulae of Elementary Molecules
The Mole Concept and Stoichiometry

2CO(g)

+

O 2 (g)

Fig. 5.1 Avogadro’s explanation of the law of combining volumes

+

O 2 (g)



+

Cl 2 (g)



2HCl(g)

+

3H2 (g)



2NH3 (g)

H 2 , N 2 , O 2 and Cl 2 .

3 volumes

+

4. N 2 (g)
1 volume

Monoatomic

Diatomic

Triatomic

Tetraatomic

Gay-Lussac’s law

8
Octaatomic

6. How can moist hydrogen gas be dried?

Revision
Volume Ratios from Chemical
Equationsexercises

at the end of every two or
keep
in touch
Why do
we three
say thatand
in chapters
theproducts
metal hydrides
formed
by thestudents
alkali
metals, hydrogen
the
halogens?
The volume ratio of9. the
reactants
ofto
a help
gaseous
reaction
can
beresembles
easily
found
from the
10. Which of the following metal oxides cannot be reduced to the metal by hydrogen?
balanced chemical equation.
with
what they have already learnt
CuO, Ag O, Fe O , MgO, PbO
3

11. Why
do oxidation
and reduction
occur
Suppose the reaction
between
A and
B giving
C, simultaneously?
at the same temperature and pressure, where A, B and
12. Write equations for two reactions in which hydrogen is a reducing agent.
C are all gases, is depicted
by the following chemical equation.



1 volume



100 cm 3

14. Why can+hydrogen
be used as a fuel?
xA(g)
yB(g)


zC(g)

y molecules

z molecules



nx molecules

ny molecules

nz molecules



x volume(s)
y volume(s)
z volume(s)
1. How does hydrogen
resemble the alkali metals?

The ratio of



2CO 2 (g)
2 volumes

1
volume
2
1
 100 cm 3
2

(at the same p and T)

1 volume

‘’

100 cm 3

‘’

= 50 cm 3

and that of carbon dioxide produced = 100 cm 3 .

EXAMPLE 2 What are the volumes of hydrogen and oxygen required to produce 5 L of steam under the same

Solved examples provided in some chapters

conditions of temperature and pressure?

Solution

The balanced chemical equation for the production of steam from H2 and O 2 is
2H2 (g)
Gay-Lussac’s law

13. How will you confirm that the gas in a jar is hydrogen?

x molecules

O 2 (g)
1 volume

So, the volume of oxygen required

7. Why is hydrogen not collected by the downward displacement of air although it is nearly 14.5 times lighter than air?
8. Name the gases formed when steam is passed over red-hot coke. How can the gases be separated from each other?

+

2 volumes

= 50 cm 3

5. Which metal,
although
in the activity series, does not give hydrogen with dilute HCl or dilute
Kr, Xe,
Rn) it is aboveBrhydrogen
2 , I2
H2 SO4?



2 volumes

The balanced chemical equation representing the burning of CO into CO 2 is
2CO(g)

4

Noble
gases metals
H2will
, Nliberate
S 8red-hot metal? Write the
4. Which of
the following
only
2 , O 2 , hydrogenO
3 when steamPis4 passed over the
equation for the reaction.
(He, Ne, Ar, Ca, Al,
F2Mg,
, ClFe
2 , and Na (ozone)

2

‘’

2NO(g)



volume ofCO 2 produced? Assume that all volumes are measured at the same temperature and pressure.

3. Name three elements which produce hydrogen gas upon reacting with alkali solutions.

2

O 2 (g)
1 volume

Answer the following in a word or a maximum of one sentence.
2. Which metals give hydrogen with cold water?

‘’

2 volumes

Calculations Based on Reacting Volumes

Solution

Table 5.1 The atomicities of some important elements

3

‘’

2 volumes

EXAMPLE 1 What is the volume of the oxygen required to burn 100 cm3 of CO completely into CO 2 ? What is the

The atomicities of some important elements are given in Table 5.1.

1. Who
its name and why?
Atomicity
 gave hydrogen
1
2

(at the same p and T)

2H2 O(g)

1 volume

1 volume

ICSE Chemistry for Class 9

While explaining Gay-Lussac’s law on the basis of Avogadro’s law, it became necessary to assume that
Hydrogen is also used as a strong reducing agent and a fuel.
the molecules of• gaseous
hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen and chlorine contain two atoms each of the
oxy-hydrogen flame reaches a temperature of 2800 C and is used for the welding and cutting of metals.
• AnSo
respective elements.
these gases are said to be diatomic, and their molecules are represented as

1 volume

3. N 2 (g)

The number of atoms that a molecule of an element contains is called the atomicity of the element.
84

1. 2H2 (g)

2. H2 (g)

2 volumes
1 volume
2 volumes
The number
of atoms present
in a molecule is called
the atomicity of the molecule.

Figures provided to illustrate chemical processes and phenomena

Atomicity

71

An element in the free state must be represented by its molecule and not its atom. The molecule of an element
EXAMPLES
may be monatomic (e.g., the noble gases, i.e., He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe), diatomic (e.g., H 2 , O 2 , N 2 , Cl 2 , Br2 ) or polyatomic
(e.g., O 3 , P4 , S 8 ).

2CO 2 (g)




2 volumes



1 volume



5L

+

O 2 (g)



1 volume
1
volume
2
1
 5 L  2. 5 L
2

2H2 O(g)
2 volumes

(at the same p and T)

1 volume

‘’

5L

‘’

So, the volume of hydrogen required = 5 L
and that of oxygen required

= 2. 5 L .

(multiplying the numbers by n)

(assuming 1 volume of a gas contains n molecules
at the same temperature and pressure)
2. What is the justification for hydrogen being placed in the group of halogens in the periodic table?

What are the
the 
hydrogen
the 3.volumes
of impurities
A, B andinC
x : y gas
: zobtained in the laboratory by the action of dilute H2 SO4 on granulated
zinc? How are they removed?

= the ratio of the coefficients of the reactants and the

3

EXAMPLE 3 50 dm of a mixture containing 60% CO and 40% H 2 , by volume, is completely burnt in oxygen.
Assuming that all volumes are measured at the same temperature and pressure,
(a) what is the volume of the oxygen required, and
(b) what is the volume of CO 2 and steam, taken together, produced?

Definition of a Matrix
Consider four numbers 1, 2, –3 and 5. These numbers may be arranged in one row or in one
column as follows.
1
column
2
or
row  1 2  3 5

3
(in one column)
(in one row)
5

9–10
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These numbers may also be arranged in two rows and two columns as follows.

CG-50

first column
second column
ICSE Mathematics for Class 10
first row 
1
2
second
–3
5 (–1, 2) onto the line joining the
 of the perpendicular
(b)
Find therow
equation
dropped from the point
points (1,
4) and
(2, 3).
To indicate
the
arrangement
of numbers, we put them within a pairICSE
of 1991
round brackets, ( ) or
square
14. Find brackets,
the equation[of].the perpendicular bisector of the line segment joining the points

(a) (2, 5) and (–4, 1), (b) origin and (6, 3).
Thus, the following are some of the arrangements of the above numbers in rows and
15. (a) Find the coordinates of the foot of the perpendicular dropped from the point (–1, 4) to the line
columns.
whose equation is x  2 y  4.
(b) Find the coordinates of the foot
 of1the perpendicular dropped from the point (3, 2) to the line
passing through the points (–1, –2)and (4, –3).
2
2
 1through
  ,passes
16. (a) Find the[1
equation
of the5],
line which
2 –3
 the intersection of the lines x  y  4 and
3line
the
2 x  y  5, and is (i) parallel to 
3
4 y 55, (ii) perpendicular to it.
 3 x
(b) Find the equation of the line passing
 5 through the point of intersection of the lines 3 x  y  7
 to the line y  x, (ii) perpendicular to it.
and 5 x  2 y  8, and is (i) parallel
(a) Find the coordinates
of the image
of the point
A(–2, as
3) when
reflectedin
inrows
the lineand
x  ycolumns,
 4.
A17.rectangular
arrangement
of elements
(such
numbers)
each row having
(b) Find the coordinates of the image of the origin when reflected in the line 3 x  2 y  5.
equal number of elements and each column having equal number of elements, is called a matrix.
18. (a) The image of the point A when reflected in the line x  y  2 is (–1, 3). Find the coordinates of A.
2


(b) The image of the
point A(1, 2) when reflected in the line PQ is A( 3 , 1). Find the equation of
 0PQ.
 , 7 1 , 1 2 4 are matrices of numbers.
the line
Clearly,
 5onto
7 reflected
 ismapped
3A when
0 3in the line x  2  0, and A is mapped onto A when
(c) A(3, –4)

6in
 the line y  1. Findthe equationof the line AA.
reflected
19. ABCD is a square. The ends B and D of a diagonal are (1, 1) and (5, –1) respectively. Find the
2 diagonal.
7 
4 3of theother
Butequation
not matrices of numbers.
, 
5 is arhombus
 are
3 5two
20. ABCD

  1 whose
 vertices are A(5, 2) and C(–1, –2). Find the equation of the diagonal
BD.
Note
A amatrix
does
numerical
21. (a) In
= (1,not
2), Bhave
= (2, any
4) and
C = (0, 1). value.
Find the equation of the altitude CF of the
CABC, A
triangle.
(b) In a CABC, A = (–1, 3) and the equation of the side BC is x  y  1. Find the equation of the
altitude of the triangle through A.
Equation of a Straight Line
The
numbers in a matrix of numbers are its elements.
22. A(2, –4), B(3, 3) and C(–1, 5) are the vertices of the triangle ABC.
Find the equation of
 9 12
Note
From
(4),
the
slope
of
the
line
joining the points ( x1 , y1 ) and ( x2 , y2 ) is
are 9, 12, –1 and 13.
The elements
of the
(i) the median
of thematrix
triangle through A,
1 13 and
difference of y-coordinates
y1  y2
(ii) the altitude of the trianglethrough B.
ICSE 1994
, i.e.,


›› This highly acclaimed series is designed to help students learn the prescribed
course easily and systematically.
›› Each concept is explained briefly in simple language.

›› Presented in a structured and graded manner, the text is supported by a large
number of solved and practice exercises.

Elements

x1  x2

(a) Prove that the lines whose equations are 2 x  y  3 , x  y  4 , 4 x  2 y  1 and x  y  2  0 form
Order of a 23.
matrix
a parallelogram.
Prove that
whose
are x  its
y  order
3 , x  yis
 1said
 0, 2(be
x m
y) 
n
5 and
3( x ‘m
y) 
4 form
If a (b)
matrix
hasthe
m lines
rows
andequations
n columns,
(read
by
n’).
a rectangle.
8


24. Three sides [10
of a parallelogram
the equations
2 , xorder
 y  3 2and
Examples:
5 –7] is ofhave
order
1  3;  2 x  yis of
 1y;  2 x  3. Find the
equation of the fourth side if it passes through the origin.
9
25. Four vertices of a quadrilateral are (–1, 3), (5, 3), (4, 8) and (–3, 8). Prove that the quadrilateral is a
trapezium. Also prove that the sum of the lengths of the parallel sides is equal to twice the length
A-69 sides.
of the line segment joining the midpoints of the oblique
26. A(1, 4), B(3, 2) and C(7, 5) are vertices of a CABC. Find the
(i) coordinates of the centroid G of the triangle, and
(ii) equation of the line through G parallel to AB.
ICSE 2002

Example:

CG-33

difference of x-coordinates in the same order

The equation of the line passing through the points (1, 1) and (–3, 2) is
y 1 

1 2
( x  1)
1  ( 3)

Brief and simple text

2 1
Also, y  2 
( x  3)
3  1

1
y  1   ( x  1).
4

or

1
y  2   ( x  3).
4

or

However, the two equations are the same.

Summary of Equations of Straight Lines

Hint for difficult problems

1. The equation of the x-axis is y  0 and that of the y-axis is x  0.
2. The equation of the line parallel to the x-axis at a distance a in the positive direction of the y-axis is
y  a and in the negative direction of the y-axis is y   a.
3. The equation of the line parallel to the y-axis at a distance a in the positive direction of the x-axis is
x  a and in the negative direction of the x-axis is x   a.
4. If the slope  m and y-intercept  c then the equation of the line is
y  mx  c. (Slope–intercept form)

1. (a)

3

(b) 

1
3

5. If the slope  m and the line passes through the point ( x1 , y1 ), the equation of the line is
y  y1  m( x  x1 ). (Point–slope form)
y  y2
6. If a line passes through the points ( x1 , y1 ) and ( x 2 , y 2 ) then its equation is y  y1  1
( x  x1 ),
x1  x 2
y  y2
and the slope of the line is 1

x1  x 2

1
]
3
4 9
(b) Yes, because m1m2  
 1
9 4

[Hint Slope  tan( 60  90 )  tan 150  

2. (a) Yes, because each has slope  

1
3

T-4
Constructions

G-83

Keep-in-Touch Worksheet 10
Time: 45 minutes
1. Use a ruler and compasses only for this question. Draw a circle with centre O and radius 3.5 cm.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mark a point P such that OP  6 cm. Draw a pair of straight lines PA and PB touching the circle at
A and B.
Draw a CABC such that BC  5 cm, AB  AC and BAC  120 . Draw a circle passing through A, B
and C.
Draw an equilateral triangle of side 4 cm. Draw its circum circle.
Construct a regular hexagon of side 3.5 cm, Draw a circle passing through each of its vertices.
Draw a CABC such that AB  5 cm, CA  7 cm. Draw the incircle of this triangle.
Draw a regular hexagon of side 3 cm. Inscribe a circle in it.

Topic summary

2
2
 cos
if its Equation
1
To Find the Slope and y-intercept2 of asin
Straight
Line
is Given in the
Form ax  by  c  0
Question Bank
Dividing by cos ,


 tan 2   1  sec 2  QB-3
cos 2  cos 2  cos 2 
Let the equation of a line be ax  by    0. Then,
sin 
1
(
 tan ,
 sec ).
a

x  y   0 (dividing by b)
cos 
cos 

b
b
SET 1
2
a
2
and
sec 2   tan 2   1.
orConsequently,
y   x   sec
    1  tan 
b
2 b
2
(c)

cot


cosec

1
To be done after completing chapter 3 of Commercial Mathematics.
Comparing this equation with y  mx  c , we find:
2
Webuys
have
the
 cosincludes
  1. sales tax. If the rate of sales tax is 8%, find the
sin 2 which
a identity,
1. Ravi
a motorcycle
for ` 17,280,
and
m
c2   2
amount of sales
Ravi
b tax that
 b cos 
1
sinpaid.
2
2
2

Dividing by sin ,



 1  cot   cosec 



2
2
2. Rosy buys a camera for ` 3,402
includes
rebate
10% on the list price and then 8% sales
 sin
 asin
 ofcoefficient
sin 2which
of x
a
tax on the remaining
price.
Find
theaxlist
price
camera.
The slope
of the
line
is m
 by
 of
 0the

   cos 
1
coefficient of y (b
 cot ,
3. Ms Chawla goes to a shop to buy a leather coat whose listed price is ` 735. The rate
of sales tax issin
constant term
 sin 
y-intercept
of2the
is the
ax the
by price
  0of
c  coat2 such that
  to pay only ` 735
5%. She asks the
shopkeeper
toline
reduce
she has
2
2 y
coefficient
of
b
Consequently,

1  cot needed
 and
 cot
ICSE 2004
inclusive
of sales tax.cosec
Find the
reduction
in thecosec
price of the
coat.  1.

❖

Keep-in-Touch Worksheets
at regular intervals to help
remember
the forpast
ICSE Mathematics
Class 10lessons

SP-24

Remark We find that the equation of a straight line in any of the above forms is a first-degree
ICSE
Mathematics
forcan
Class
equation in x and y. Thus, the
equation
of a line
be 10
put in the form ax  by  c  0.



 cosec ).

Note The equalities in (1) and (2) also hold for all values of . So, we have trigonometric identities in
4. The VAT paid by a shopkeeper on the sale of an article is ` 36. He bought the article from the
Example:
equation
of a line be 3x  4y  1  0 then a  3, b  4,   1 and the slope of the line
(1)Ifasthe
well
as in (2).
wholesaler at a discount of 25% on the printed price. If the rate of sales tax is 8% then find the
a
3 3

1 1
printed
the article.
Thus,
weprice
following
trigonometric
y-intercept  identities.
have
 of
 the

 , and its

 
4 4
b
4 4
b
 of the listed pricecos
5. A shopkeeper bought a TV at a discount ofsin
30%
of ` 24,000. The shopkeeper
tan  
cot  
offers a discount of 10% of the listed price tocos
hiscustomer. If the VAT
sinis10%, find (i) the amount

Question Bank
at the end
1
1

ICSE 2009

paid by the customer (ii) the VAT to be paid by the shopkeeper.

1
tan 

cosec
 invest ` 8,400 in buying
sec   shares. A buys ` 100 cot
  of company X at a
6. Two friends A and
B each
shares
sin 

cos 

premium of ` 20 while B buys ` 10 shares of company Y at a discount of ` 3. At the end of one year
2
company X declares
declares
of25%.
sina2 dividend
  cos2 of 10%
1 while1 company
 sin 2  Ycos
 a dividend
1  cos
  Who
sin 2 will
 gain
more from dividends and
2 by what
2 amount?
2
2
2
2

2A

1  tan   sec 

8. Shobha has a cumulative deposit account with a branch of Allahabad Bank. She deposits ` 500 per

month for a period of 4 years. If the rate of simple interest is 9% p.a., find the amount at the time of
maturity.

(b) Find the mean of the first six odd natural numbers.
2. Find the mean of the following data.
(a) 17, 15, 19, 13, 21, 16, 18
(b) 7, 0, 4, 13, 6
3. (a) A student secured 48%, 25%, 41%, 53% and 60% marks in five subjects in an examination. Find

5.

6.
7.

the mean percentage of marks obtained by the student in the examination.
(b) The weights of six persons in a family are 35 kg, 42 kg, 70 kg, 55 kg, 60 kg and 65 kg. Find the
mean weight of the members of the family.
(a) The mean of the four variates a, 3, 4 and 5 is 3. Find the value of a.
(b) If the mean of 3, 5, 6, 2 and a is b, and the mean of 3, 5, 6, 2, a and b is a then find the values of a
and b.
(a) The mean of 16 variates is 8. If each variate is increased by 2 then find the mean of the new
variates.
(b) The mean of 5 numbers is 18. If a number is omitted then the mean of the remaining 4 numbers
becomes 16. Find the omitted number.
The mean age of 12 boys is 8 years. Later it was found that the age of one boy was taken as 13 years
in place of 10 years. Find the actual mean of their ages.
(a) The mean weight of 35 students in a class is 45 kg. If the weight of the class teacher is also
included, the mean weight increases by 0.5 kg. Find the weight of the class teacher.
(b) The mean area of 7 halls is 55 m 2 . If the mean area of 6 of them be 58 m 2 , find the area of the
seventh hall.

50

100

On
establishing identities
` 800 per month for a period of three years. After that she receives ` 65,592 as maturity value. Find

EXAMPLE 1
Solution

the rate of simple interest
p.a. 4
4

sin A  cos A  2 sin 2 A  cos2 A  1.

Prove that

10. Mr R K Nair gets ` 6,455 at the end of one year at the rate of 14% per annum in a recurring deposit

LHS Find
(sintheAmonthly
)  (cosinstalment.
A)  2  sin A  cos A  (sin A  cos A)  1
account.
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

150

200

2

2

2

2
2
(ICSEsin
2005A  cos A  1)

= 1 = RHS
. in buying shares of nominal value of ` 26 at 10% premium. The dividend
11. A man invests
` 20,020
EXAMPLE 2

on shares is 15% p.a. Calculate:
cos2 
(i) The that
number
Prove
1 of shares hebuys
sin .
1 receives
sin  annually
(ii) The dividend he
(iii) The percentage return on his investment

ICSE 2001
ICSE 2003

1  sin 2 
2
Solution 12. A man
LHS invested
cosshares
 1  ` 45,000 in 15%(` 100
  1quoted
 sin 2 at
) ` 125. When the market value of these
1  sin 

shares rose tosolved
` 140, he sold examples
some shares, just enough
to raise
` 8,400. Calculate:
Model-based
and
exercises
(i) The number
shares
stillholds
(1 of
sin
)(1 he
 sin
)

1

 1  (1  sin )  sin   RHS.

(ii) The dividend due
him on these remaining shares
1 tosin

13. Mr Tiwari invested ` 29,040 in 15% ` 100 shares quoted at a premium of 20%. Calculate:

ICSE 2004

sin A
sinbyAMr Tiwari
The number
EXAMPLE 3 (i)Prove
that of shares bought

 2cosec A.
 cos from
A 1the
 cos
A
(ii) Mr Tiwari’s 1
income
investment
(iii) The percentage
ICSE
sin A(1 return
cos Aon
) his
sininvestment
A(1  cos A) sin A  sin A  cos A  sin A  sin
A 2005
 cos A
LHS 
Solution

2
(1  cosdeposit
A)(1  account
cos A) in a bank and deposited ` 3001per
 cos
A for two years.
14. David opened a recurring
month
ICSE 2008
If he received
`
7725
at
the
time
of
maturity,
find
the
rate
of
interest
per
annum.
2 sin A

( 1  cos 2 A
 sin 2 A)
QB-3
sin 2 A
2
( cosec A 

 2 cosec A
sin A

8. Find the mean.
(a)

9. Ms Reddy has a cumulative deposit account with a branch of State Bank of India. She deposits



On finding the mean of arrayed data

Variate

sec   tan   1

` 100 shares at 8% premium. If the annual income from both are equal then find the amount he
invested in the two categories.

1. (a) Find the mean of the first five natural numbers.

4.

sec   1  tan 

2
2 rest in 9%
7. Mr Ram has ` 50,760.
He2 invests
some
in 8%2 
`
100
the
1  cot
 cosec
 of it cosec
1 shares
cot 2 at 8% discount
cosec2 and
 cot
1

On finding the mean of raw data

= RHS.

1
)
sin A

